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The paper deals with a simple computer model of the quasihomogeneous structure of thick-film resistors 
{TFR). The results of computer experiments were used to quantify some parameters describing the geometry 
of this structure. A comparison with experimental data obtained by measuring the real films showed a sat
isfactory agreement with respect to the meandrine character of the backbone and with that to the effective 
angle introduced in the first part of the present paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION

From the standpoint of macrostructure, thick-film
resistors (TFR) are composites comprising a fine
grained conductive component at volume concentra
tion v (in most cases some oxidic compound of ruthe
nium such as Ru20, Bi2Ru201, Pb2Ru20s) dispersed
in a glassy matrix. The actual structure of the films,
i.e. the distribution topology of the conductive parti
cles, depends primarily on the firing temperature and
the parameters of the glass employed [1]. In princi
ple, it is possible to distinquish two limit cases of the
film structure. One is the so-called segregated struc
ture with the conductive particles distributed over the
surface of substantially larger glass particles [2], the
other being the so-called quasihomogeneous structure
in which the distribution of conductive particles is
close to a homogeneous one, more precisely to a sta
tistically random dispersion in the glass which takes
place in the course of firing [3] . The conditions under
which these structures are formed were described in
[1] and their properties, studied from the standpoint
of the percolation theory, in [5 ,6]. In the present
study, we shall only be concerned with the quasi
homogeneous structure. The random distribution of
conductive particles in the film has the result that
the local directions of electric field contain an angle,
ei (Fig. 1). Within the framework of the model, at
tention will be paid to some geometrical properites
of the backbone of the conductive cluster. The back
bone is undesrtood to mean the first conductive path
which, at increasing concentration of the conductive
phase in the film, will connect (in the direction of the
external electric field) the two opposite sides of the
model (specimen). The critical volume concentration
of the conductive component at which the conductive
backbone is formed, is designated Ve in the percola
tion theory. A concentration growth over the v > Ve

region results in the formation of additional conduc
tive paths acting parallel with the backbone or its
sections. According to our concept of the mechanism
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of conductivity in TFR [6, 7, 8], the backbone be
comes electrically conductive once its longest section
( distance between neighbouring conductive particles)
is smaller than a certain critical distance le, while le 

is larger than the sum of the radii of the neighbouring
particles.

2. THE MODEL

The model was realized on a PC-AT computer. Us
ing a generator of pseudorandom numbers, N points
with coordinates (xk, Yk, Zk), representing the cen
tres of conductive particles, were placed in a chosen
volume lx lxd, where cl is the thickness. The particles
are assumed to have a spherical shape with a constant
diameter. In such a structure of random-dispersed
points, a backbone of the conductive cluster, com
posed of m sections li in length was seeked, namely
connecting lines between neigbouring points in the
backbone, having the coordinates (xi-1, Yi-1, Zi-1)
and (xi, Yi, Xi). The voltage applied shall have the
direction of coordinate x, which means that the re
spective backbone will connect the model sides with
x = 0 and x = l. The backbone is defined as follows:
For all Xk > Xi-1

l. l = x1 = min(xk), xo = 0
2. for 1 < i < m - 1,

li = min [(xk - Xi-1)2 +
2 2] 

1/2
+ (Yk - Yi-1) + (zk - Zi-1) ,

3. lm = 1- Xm-1, when
1- Xm-1 < min [(xk - Xm-1/ +

2 2]
1/2 

+ (Yk - Ym-1) + (Zk - Zm-1) 

The total backbone length is l = Eli. Similarly to
the study [8], let us introduce the "meandrine factor"
of the backbone as the ratio of its length to that of
the model (specimen). To eliminate errors due to the
first and last sections, with smaller numbers m of sec
tions, as the former are parallel with coordinate x, the
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Fig. 1. Introduction of angle B; into the model employed. 

meand.rine factor M is calculated from the equation 

(
m-1

) M = � li / (l - /i - lm) • (1) 

Then there is the mean distance between the points 
in the backbone: 

m 

(h) = m-1 I:ti, (2) 
i=l 

which, as has already been shown, in the case of di
mensional effects plays a role similar to the mean free 
path of charge carriers in homogeneous conductors. 
Finally, calculations were made of effective angle 0er, 
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Fig. 2. An example of probability density of standard dis
tribution obtained from the mean value of (l;) and disper
sion u for a five-times repeated model with n = 1000, in 
comparison with a histogram of actual distribution. 

introduced in Part I of the present study, within the 
framework of the piezoresistivity theory, as a certain 
mean value of angles contained between the directions 
of local electric currents and the vector of the external 
electric field: 

[ 
m-1 l 1/2 

0er = arccos (m - 2)-1 
� cos2 01 

i=2 

3. RESULTS

(3) 

The first stage was concerned with models of cube 
form ( d = 1) which contained various numbers of
points from the N E (100, 16000} interval. It was 
found that the lengths, li, of the individual back
b�ne sections are subject to standard distribution 
(Fig. 2) with parameters ({Ii), er) and variation coef
ficient er/ {h) = 0.36 ± 0.02, independent of the num
ber of points N. The effect of volume V of the cube
shaped model was verified at the same time (with 
a wall length other than unity). As logically expected, 
the concentration of points n = N /V and not their
number proved to be the characteristic quantity for 
describing the model. The mean value of the distance 
between two points in the backbone is well described 
by the equation 

{Ii) = (0.74 ± 0.03) n-1/3. (4) 

Similarly, there is the relationship between the num
ber of points m in the backbone and concentration 
n: 

m = 2.5n1 /3,

which, including its dispersion, is plotted in Fig. 3. In
dependently of concentration n and the dimension of 
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54.9 found by modelling; in both instances the effec
tive angle was defined by equation (:J). The term me
andrine factor of conductive paths in TFR was used 
by the authors of [8] who obtained M E (1.66, 1.92) 
or (1.78, 2.04) (according to the chosen value of the 
Poisson film modulus) by applying their piezoresis
tivity theory on the results of measuring films pre
pared from commercial pastes. The agreement with 
the value established by modelling, M = 1.86, can be 
considered very satisfactory. The fact that according 
to the results published in [8], t_he meandrine factor, 
unlike the modelling results, depends on planar re
sistivity of layers and the concentration of the con
ductive phase, can be explained so that these con
centrations in the commercial pastes employed differ 
substantially from Ve, 

5. CONCLUSION

The simple computer model of a quasihomogeneous 
structure of TFR allows the topology of the skeleton 
of the conductive cluster to be precisioned, particu
larly with respect to its backbone. The comparisons 
of values of M and 0er parameters obtained by mod
elling exhibit a very satisfactory agreement with the 
results of experiments carried out on actual resistor 
films. The parameters obtained, in particular 0er and 
M, as well as the distribution of l; and the relation
ship between (l;) and the concentration of conductive 
particles n, appear to be highly promising for utiliza
tion in further theoretical investigations. 
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II. Jednoduchy pocftacovy model
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Jednoduchy pocitacovy model je zalozeny na genera
ci N bodii (reprezentujidch vodive castice) do zvolene
ho objernu s pornod generatoru pseudonahodnych cfsel. 
Ve vytvorene strukture je hledana pater vodiveho klaste
ru (perkolacni struktury). Jednotlive rnodely jsou chrak
terizovany koncentracemi bodii. Pro pater byla pocitana 
stredni hoclnota (l;) vzdalenosti sousednich bodil. podle 
vztahu (2), meandrovitost M definovana vztahem (1), po
cet bodu 7n a efektivnf uhel zavedeny V prvnf casti teto 
prace [9] rovnid (3). Vysledkem pocitacovych experimen
til. jsou vztahy (4) a (5) mezi stredni vzdalenosti (l;) a kon
centrad n, hodnoty efektivnich uhlil. 0er(3D) = 54.9±1.3 
deg a e.r(2D) = 42.0 ± 0.4 deg, meandrovitosti M(3D) 
= 1.86 ± 0.03 -a M(2D) = 1.48 ± 0.02. Z vysledkii studia 
rozrnerovych jevil. ( obr. 4) a odhadu (l;) pro realne vrstvy 
S tlouiifkami kolern 15 µm bylo zjisteno, ze Se bezne VI

stvy TFR chovaji jako 3D struktury. Uvedene porovnani 
s experimentalnimi hodnotami e.r z prvni casti teto pra
ce a M [8], ziskanymi merenim realnych vrstev, ukazuje 
na dobry souhlas a to opraviiuje k presvedceni, ze vysled
ky pocitacovych experimentil. jsou pouzitelne v ril.znych 
teoretickych odhadech. 

Obr. 1. Zpusob zaveden{ uhlu e; V pouzitem modelu. 
Obr. 2. Pr1'klad hustoty pravdepodobnosti normalnz'ho roz

delen{ z{skane ze sti'edn{ hodnoty (l;) a rozptyltt u pro 
5 x opakovany model s n = 1000 v porovnan{ s histog
ramem skutecneho rozdelen{. 

Obr. 3. Zavislost poctu bodu m v pritei'i na jejich koncen
traci n v 3D struktui'e. 

Obr. 4. Rozmerove jevy nalezene pro meandrovitost M 
a ef ektivn{ uhel e.r. 
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